A Little Advent Music

SONATA

HUGO DISTLER, Op. 4
Ed. by LARRY PALMER

Flute

VERSUS I

Moving
Flute

I. The Promise
Flute tacet

II. The Annunciation

VERSUS III
Quick, with all possible movement!

O be welcome, O be welcome, O be welcome, O be welcome, Thou, my Lord, O be welcome!

Repeat Measures 1 to 14.

Hosanna, hosanna, hosanna, hosanna, blessed Word!

Repeat Measures 1 to 14.

Thus prepare, O prepare, thus prepare a way, O prepare a way

Repeat Measures 1 to 14.

in, in, into my heart, into my heart today, into my heart, into my heart today.

Repeat Measures 1 to 14.

III. The Visit to Elizabeth
Flute tacet

VERSUS V
Concise, moderate

Tempo I (d = 12)
Still faster

IV. Mary's Song of Praise

97-4708
V. The Journey to Bethlehem

VERSUS VI
Slow \( \downarrow \) Very contemplative, restrained

\[ \text{p espressivo, ben legato sempre} \]

VERSUS VII
Moving \( \downarrow \)

VI. The Fulfillment